Describe the physical reality which animates us to naturally regenerate life
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Abstract Life has its own laws that create a physical reality. Sun, stars, universe, matter,... have fnd their place
on the Life's story. Tey follow the time that passes. Tey live in harmony. Imagine Earth changing speed or direction of
his rotation in function of wind; life will be impossible, but life exists and one physical reality of life on Earth is human
being. Human being does good things, as bad things, protects, kills, creates, destroys, hates, loves... he is a physical reality
of a seemingly incoherent chaos, full of uncertainty principle, entropy and inertia as much as an harmony beauty of life.
Incoherences come from the fact we ignore the physical reality of human being in the natural laws of life. Science studies
the physical aspect of life leaving out the human being; society cares for human beings regardless to the physical properties of
life which animate us. Art History proves that there are always artists whose paintings have announced the History of
Men, scientifc discoveries. We are more than we think, for example: placebo efect; our body is a barometer; people heal
from incurable illnesses; children have seen their frst phalanx regenerate alone after being amputated; at each disaster
some people should have been on place but have had an impediment. But any information ignored can turn against us.
I propose a model which describe all physical reality: a fractal and sensible hologram. It means that physical reality is a
duality energy / matter conscious, and a human being is multi-dimensional and emotional , we are not artifcial
intelligence but intelligent and conscious.
Keywords Regenerate life, duality energy/matter conscious, emotion, sensibility, conscience,
quantum information, incoherence, physical reality, model hologram fractal and sensible, multidimensional and emotional human being, quantum-chemistry.

DÉCRIRE LA RÉALITÉ PHYSIQUE QUI NOUS ANIME POUR RÉGÉNÉRER NATURELLEMENT LA VIE
Résumé La vie a ses propres lois qui créent une réalité physique. Le soleil, les étoiles, l'univers, la matière,... ont trouvé leur
place dans l'Histoire de la Vie. Ils suivent le temps qui passe. Ils vivent en harmonie. Imaginez la Terre changeant la vitesse ou le
sens de sa rotation en fonction du vent ; la vie y serait impossible, mais la vie ex iste et l'une des réalités physiques de la vie sur Terre
est l'être humain. L'être humain peut faire de belles comme de mauvaises choses, protéger, tuer, créer, détruire, haïr, aimer... c'est
une réalité physique d'un chaos apparemment incohérent, remplie du principe d'incertitude, d'entropie et d'inertie autant que de la
beauté harmonieuse de la vie. Les incohérences viennent du fait que nous ignorons la réalité physique d'être humain dans les lois
naturelles de la vie. La science étudie l'aspect physique de la vie, excluant l'être humain ; la société s'occupe des êtres humains sans
tenir compte des propriétés physiques de la vie qui nous anime. L’Histoire de l’Art prouve qu‘il y a toujours eu des Artistes dont les
toiles ont annoncées l’Histoire des Hommes et les découvertes scientifques. Nous sommes plus que nous ne le pensons, par exemple :
l'efet placebo ; les personnes qui guérissent de maladies dites incurables ; notre corps est un baromètre ; des enfants ont vu leur
première phalange se régénérer seule après avoir été amputée ; à chaque attentat des personnes auraient du être sur le lieu mais elles
ont eu un empêchement. Mais la moindre information ignorée peut se retourner contre nous. Je propose un modèle qui décrit toute
réalité physique : un hologramme fractal et sensible. Cela signife que toute réalité physique est une dualité énergie / matière
consciente, un être humain est multi-dimensionnel et émotionnel, nous ne somme pas fait d'intelligence artifcielle mais intelligent
et conscient.
Mots-clés Régénérer la vie, dualité énergie/matière consciente, émotion, sensibilité, conscience,
information quantique, incohérence, réalité physique, modèle hologramme fractal et sensible, l'être humain
multi-dimensionnel et émotionnel, chimie quantique.

Introduction
“Life” is at the origin of all physical reality present in
the universe and on the Earth: planets, human beings,
plants, animals, wind, virus, illnesses, emotions,
violence, fear, love,...

It has appeared at this UNIQUE moment that
science names the “Big Bang”.
We don't know its nature but we can say that it is
the birth of “Life”.
One and only one event responsible of the
apparition of “life”, it means that all physical reality
come from one and the same place, presents in us.
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“Life” has allowed a so perfect harmony in the
Universe between each planet, galaxy, star... each has a
velocity, a distance to respect the other and exists by
himself. I can't imagine that “Life” has not planned the
same harmony for each human being within
Humanity: a good place, work, health,... for everyone
without need to exploit people.
I think the world in which we live where reigns
inequalities, violence, misery, illnesses is not the result
of our Humanity but the result of choices -individuals
and collectives, present and past- made to learn by
experiment -by the lived- “Who we are - Where we
come from - Where we are going”.
Tese choices, made in the past, are unknown to us
in the present and they create “a Wall” between us and
“Te Source of Life” hiding our “Humanity”. Tis
creates division, lack, sufering which prevents to live
in inner peace, in harmony with the world.
Te modelization of “Life” thanks to a fractal and
sensible hologram will be able to describe each element
of reality, and so understand both the incoherences of
our world and our physical reality to fll the ignorance
we have of our quantum nature.
Regenerate life by developing Ki-Regeneration®:
I developed magnetism. I calm body pains but I do
not remove their cause -pain may come back.
Understanding “Te Source of Life ”, “the Wall”, the
quantum and conscious propriety of matter, keeping in
mind the fact that quantum physics equations can
work in both directions, telling us that a broken glass
can be rebuilt by reversing the speed of its molecules,
I want to create Ki-Regeneration: regeneration of
life like duality energy/matter conscious.
Tis is the principle:
• “Te Source” -space without word, the origin of
life- is the source of energy -Ki-, and contains the
plan of everything -the hologram as a whole.
• Matter is created from energy and assembly of
quantum particles -the wave/particle duality. Our
body was created like that during pregnancy from
2 cells and the DNA.
• Magnetism -improved, maybe in an energy
neutral place, activates the process “dualityenergy-matter” and opens the “Gate Source“.
Energy fows and regenerates all physical reality
-physical body, terrestrial space- by readjusting
equilibrium of wave / particle duality according
to the plan inscribed at the origin.
I am conscious it may be hard to believe it, but one
year before sending a man to the moon, NASA did not
know how to do. Tey just believe that it was possible.
Tey gave themselves the means and worked for.
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Basic requirements of a research proposal
When I made researches about relativity, I read the
EPR's article “Can quantum-mechanical description of
Physical Reality be considered complete?” [1] Tey say:
“In a complete theory there is an element corresponding
to each element of reality.”
At the end of the XVIIIe century, begins separation
between:
- Physic, which is the study of world, nature, and
theirs laws (stars and planets, mechanic which is the
study of movement, optic which is the study of light...)
- and Chemistry, which is the study of composition
of matter and their transformations [2].
Te quantum-mechanical is like the Quantum
Physic. But that's about Quantum Chemistry?
I propose a model to describe the complete physical
reality, according to a quantum chemistry approach.
First, describe all constituents of the physical reality:
. “Life”: - Vacuum, space, time,
- Conscience, matter, energy,
. Universe: - Galaxy, celestial body, cosmic microwave background,
- Black hole, atom, feld,
. Human Being: - Biology, body, soul,
- Memories, feelings, beliefs.
Second, describe their transformations which is, in a
point of view of Quantum Physic: the entanglement of
all constituents, a duality wave-particle and the 3 laws of
thermodynamic:
- Conservation, evolution, coherence,
- Gravitation, entropy, inertia,
- Mass, charge, spin,
- Duality, direction, polarity,
- Velocity, momentum, harmonic,
- Electromagnetism, heat, equilibrium,
- Conscience, subconscious, unconscious,
- DNA, RNA, Proteins,
- Terapy, chaos, uncertainty principle.
Terefore all physical reality is:
An harmonic equilibrium between inertia and entropy,
A duality energy / matter conscious.
Te Universe is not in expansion, it is Life growing up.
To describe the physical reality which animates us
and prove that this model is complete, I develop:

Quantum-Chemistry
Te study of each constituent of Life: emotion,
feeling, sensibility, art, science, creativity, ... in a point
of view of their composition and transformation.

Contents of a research proposal
One second before Life exists, Life did not exist and
one second after, Life was.
Dennis Gabor, during his Nobel Lecture, says [3]:
“One can of course introduce almost any amount of
mathematics into holography, but the essentials can be
explained and understood from physical arguments.”
I want to show that it exists physical arguments
which can explain that we call the “Big Bang” like:
Turning on the camera to project the story of Life.
Tese event “turning on the camera” has created a
space-time “bigger” than the universe, that I name
“Te Source”. I think the diferent calculation for the
constant of Planck and the notion of expansion comes
from the fact that Science don't care about this “upper”
dimension.
Te aim of this project is not to prove the existence
of this dimension but shows that the model can
describe all physical reality taking account of this.
Te two modes of realization of holograms are used:
transmission and refection, show fgure 1:
• Te reflection mode allows to create matter.
• Te transmission mode allows to feel the life and
choose that we want to experiment. He is responsible for
intelligence, sensibility, free will at the origin of our
humanity. Tis is the earth of this project.

Introduction
I begin to explain separately that I have already fnd.
Review of literature
First, let's speak about matter and the Entangled
Double-Helix Superluminal Photon Model defned by
Richard Gauthier [4] which shows that a 3D image of
an hologram can explain matter.
Te hologram is in mode refection:
• Te holographic plate is the space where life is
happen.
• Te 2 beams came from either side of the space,
- One is the reference beam without contact
with the object, he stays the same, there's nothing to
modify his speed,
- Te other is the object beam, he is in contact
with the object. Principe of inertia shows that the speed
of something is modifed only by an external “contact”,
so when the object beam meet the object, it is modify, his
velocity, density change, mass makes his apparition
because he “captures” something from the object.
• Relativity leads to a modifcation of the space-time
around the object beam and a reference beam “from the
other side” is captured, turns around like the moon
around the earth and the earth around the sun.
That's deal with the model and the 2 waves in double
helical trajectory. One in the opposite way to the other.
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Te 2 waves and “part of the object” fnd equilibrium “Yin can be considered an absence of yang, and vice versa.”
and become viable, so exists by itself. Tat's means that
“Life” is a duality between:
a physical reality is constituted by 3 entangled elements
• Te space, place of representations: volume existing
in a balanced interference. All physical reality will have between the singularity and “Te Source”, motionless.
identical characteristics creating the universal constants
• Te Time that passes: energy fow from singularity to
that Richard Gauthier uses to demonstrate the validity event horizon, to “Te Source”, to singularity, the movement.
of his model.
Physical reality is a duality between:
Secondly, lets's discuss about the nature of “Life” and
• From singularity to the plate, an energy reality: the
“Te Source”, the space-time upper than the universe. constituents of holography and the object will create
Representation of the fractal and sensible hologram.
reference-beam and object-beam -holographic informaTe best illustration I can propose today is a black tions- from the waves of singularity.
hole covered with a holographic plate anchored to the
• From the plate to singularity, a matter reality: the
singularity and which extends to the complete holographic plate transform holographic informations
representation of the hologram "Te Source", all in visible 3D particles.
animated by the game of duality, see fgure 2.
A duality based on the principle of the Yin-Yang
duality of the universe explained by Wes Johnson [5]:
“Everything as part of a single energy flow continuum
constantly fluctuating between two extremes.”
• One of the extremes is the camera represented by
the singularity: the energy reserve in the form of waves
which turn indefnitely around each other like there is
nothing to disturb them.
• Te other is “Te Source”, the hologram as a
whole, waiting waves to make it visible.
“Te two are needed to create each other
Universe is the physical representation of “Life”:
to balance the one in harmonic interplay.”
• “Hologram as a whole” directly connecting “Te
Te waves are concentrated in the singularity and abSource” to singularity, Physical Reality is absent.
sent at “Te Source”, this creates an energy fow
• Physical Reality connecting by energy fow singubetween the two allowing waves to leave the singularity
larity, to “Te Source”, to singularity, hologram as a
then arrived at “Te Source” to anchor themselves and
whole is absent.
go back to the singularity, creating stationary waves
With time that passes, vacuum of space decrease bewhich vibrate like the strings of a guitar.
cause
physical reality growing up. Our body grows from
“Yin and yang are be considered the same thing
baby's
size to adult's size in the Earth's atmosphere and
in the opposite way,”
• Leaving the singularity, waves meet the shutter and Universe grows up in the Cosmos, and not in expansion
the beamspitter. I want to study the Orch-OR theory because: Universe is alive, the duality Singularity-Source.
All physical reality is a double helix of two complepenned by Hamerof and Penrose [6] and to show that
mentary
states -energy and matter- with “a part of the
biology of this constituents exists.
• One of the beam will pass in the object which is in object” in the opposite way.
the event horizon.
Te third is to validate this on the human being.
Principe of inertia shows that an object will stay still
Pereira and Reddy have written an article recounting
or keep moving at the same speed and in a straight Near-Death Cases (NDE) [7]. One has attired my attention:
line, unless it is acted upon by an outside force. When
“Te experiment of a woman who has been blind from
the wave is in the object, he is continually modifed and
birth and after an accident her heart stopped rendering
could stay block without the energy fow between the
her clinically dead approximately 4 minutes. At that very
singularity and “Te Source” which allow the waves to
moment she felt her back against the ceiling and she kept
leave the event horizon, in form of Hawking radiation.
looking at everything that was happening on the hospital
• Once out, they arrive at the holographic plate, the table. She could see for the frst time in her life. She can
"object-waves" interfere with the "reference-waves" to see her fnger, ring, her body lay on the operation table but
create the superluminal photon with entangled double- she could not diferentiate the colors, she considered them
helix [4] and perhaps the other elementary particles like diferent intensities of light. She survived and
depending of the captured object.
returned to her world of darkness.”
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Experience shows multidimensionality of human being:
• One “matter dimension” follows law of gravity: Her
body is on the table.
• One “energy dimension” doesn't follow law of
gravity: She felt her back against the ceiling.

Some aptitudes difer depending on whether the
2 dimensions are linked -when the person is alive- in
this case I speak about “dual-dimension” or dissociated
-matter and energy like in NDE.
For the action of “see”, the capacity can be blocked
in the “dual-dimension”: so the person is blind, and
become active in the “energy dimension”: she can see for
the frst time without any learning. But “see in color”
seems to require, color learning with eyes in the “dualdimension” to be used in the “energy dimension”. The
capacity “see in color” requires learning. It is not inborn.
Te “energy dimension” does not allow self-learning:
when she wakes up she was blind again; but allows
memorization: she remembers her experiment.
Te Human being would have 2 dimensions in YinYang duality:
• One “matter” follows the law of gravity. It is visible.
It becomes inanimate during the dissociation -body.
• One “energy” follows “the complementary of the
law of gravity” as the body is attracted to the top and
stops when he meets the ceiling. It is invisible. It
continues to exist after the dissociation and memorizes
events -emotional.
• The expression of a character changes according to
the association of dimensions. For -see-: she is blind in the
“dual-dimension” and sees in the “energy dimension”. For
-stand tall-: only the “dual-dimension” allows it.
Like a DNA double helix and its regulators. Each
dimension is a chain of DNA, a character -like see- is a
gene -perhaps with dominant/recessive alleles, the
heartbeat is a regulator like helicase which separates the
two strains of DNA, the stop of the heartbeat separates
the 2 dimensions.
Te physical arguments which explain the “opposite
and complementary nature” of the 2 dimensions:
- Te two modes of realization of hologram: refection and transmission. Te refection mode would be at
the origin of the “matter dimension”, inborn, without
need of learning; the “energetic dimension” would be
the result of the transmission mode which requires
learning and seems in relation with the emotional.
- Te duality wave-particle as light. Te “dimensiondual” is the particle, “Outward” turning connected to
“Our World”, requires learning (visible via the body,
speak a language, tell, see the color...); an other
dimension is the wave, “Inward” turning connected to
the singularity, inborn feature (invisible, schema of our
body, memorization, feel, see...).

Te last point is the notion of “collective dimension”.
If we look at our “inborn feature”, like see, we don't
need to know the biology of eyes and optic nerves to
acquire the capacity to see. Tat is a inborn feature and
the mechanism is the same for everyone.
Some informations: color, mathematic, physic,,... are
identical in all country as if everyone had agreed to
defnite the same things, know and use them.
However, everyone does not see; everyone does not
do math operations -like division, in the same way and
arrive at the same result.
Aims and objectives
Te fractal and sensible hologram model with the
approach of quantum-chemistry allows to understand the
elements of physical reality which composite us.
All physical reality is an equilibrium interference
between 2 complementary states and a part of the object:
• Te complementary dimensions energy and matter
constitute “the visible real”, like a particle.
• Te part of the object is “the non-palpable real” in
the opposite way of “the visible real” because it is a
duality between:
- Te object which physical reality is in our
energy reality -from the singularity to the plate,
- “Te Source”, the hologram as the whole
which is only the image of the object in our matter
reality -from the plate to the singularity.
We can only feel its presence, like a wave which vibrates.
All is Yin-Yang duality between presence and absence,
of 2 complementary dimensions with a non-palpable
dimension in the opposite way, either 3 dimensions.
Te object and “Te Source” are identical for everyone.
Te fractal specifcity allows diferent physical
representations, thanks to the camera which is a source
of information to deploy a form of life: Energy for Life;
DNA for “living-evolving beings”.
Te holographic plate is the collective dimension, the
knowledge which sets visible or hides the holographic
informations. It acts like “a Wall” which separates the 2
reals -visible and non-palpable- or activates the natural
duality between the 2. Te origin of the incoherences.
Research design and method
At the Institut Suisse des Sciences Noétiques [9], in
Genève, Switzerland, young children are trained to develop
their extrasensory capacity. Eyes closed, they separate
diferent colored cards thanks to the touch of their hand.
Sighed people who do a NDE, see in color, that means
that the “energy dimension” sees colors. ISSNOE
demonstrates that a sense -touch, can activate capacities
present in the “energy dimension” of the body -see in
colors, via physical body.
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Data collection
Analyse of the denial of pregnancy:
Women in denial of pregnancy “block physical
visibility” of the baby, but his body is growing like scan
shows and when women take aware of his presence and
change her thought, the body of the baby takes his
place and becomes visible.
During a NDE, heart failure dissociates the 2 dimensions. Te holographic plate manages information
between “the visible real” and “the non-palpable real”.
And if, denial acted as “a Wall” blocking the expression
of -heartbeat of the child “between the 2 reals”,
preventing association of the 3 dimensions and putting
the body in a “non-palpable matter reality”, invisible.
Te through of the mother to the child initiates
heartbeat, the 3 dimensions entangle and the baby's
body takes his place.
In the cell, apparition of factor of transcription leads
to the synthesis of the protein. By transposition to the
denial of pregnancy, we can see the factor of
transcription as the mother's thought, and the protein
as the baby's body.
Data analysis
Applying the fractal and sensible hologram model,
we can describe the physical reality of human being as:
• A matter dimension: the body which will be use as
a “vehicle” in “the physical reality of our World”. It will
be visible, will speak, see,... and learn.
• An energy dimension which will do actions. It is
her who memorizes, feels,... which animates the body.
• A conscious dimension: non-palpable, universal
like love, pain, sorrow,.. We can feel its presence
through the sensibility: colors, touch, through of a
mother to her child. It is a heartbeat, the though,... it is
the expertise.
Te non-palpable dimension is duality of the 2
realities and the 2 reals. It is in perpetual evolution:
• Its matter is the intelligence: learn, put knowledge
in relation with the “matter and energy dimension”
-Science, the knowledge acquired.
• Its energy is the being: choose the part of the object
we want to bring it to life -Art, extrasensory capacity.
• Its conscious dimension is the thought: master the
real of realities, put words on the non-palpable
-Creativity, free will to make our dreams become reality or not,
according to importance given to feeling and expertise.
Te best illustration is the possibility to use our
knowledge and capacities to make the constituents of
hologram and orientation of the singularity's beam
evolved, with the aim of harmonize and beautify our
reality in the other side of the holographic plate: be
intelligent and conscious -not artifcial intelligence.
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Te physical reality of the Cell, which is the basic
element which compose us would work as well:
• Te DNA double helix is the singularity -the
information which code for “living-evolving being”,
• Te event horizon is the interior of the cell -with
exchanges, syntheses,
• Te Hawking radiation represents the membrane
and proteins leaving the cell,
• Te way to the singularity is the extracellular environment with other cells, organs... and also all that pass
in our life which will be manage at the level of the
holographic plate, modifying “the Wall”, our knowledge, quantum information which will arrive in the
singularity and will infuence DNA expression.
Bruce Lipton explains it in “Te biology of belief ”
[8]: “DNA is controlled by signals from outside the cell,
including the energetic messages emanating from our
positive and negative thoughts”.
Application for self-regenerative medicine
Regeneration of the frst phalanx in children shows
that human body has the capacity to self-regenerate,
like the tail of the lizards.
In the denial of pregnancy, the modifcation of the
thought leads morphological modifcations in order to
restore the state of the body naturally expected.
Energy is not created, is not lost: it is transformed.
To regenerate amputated limbs, we need to master
our multidimensionality, to manage the informations
between all dimensions: “the Wall”.
Summary
To understand human biology as the duality between
Physiology and Biochemistry regulated by Cognition.
To understand the non-palpable-conscious dimension
which animates us, conveyed by thought, interacting
with matter and energy to naturally regenerate life.
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